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***

Every day I receive articles examining and reexamining Covid variants and subvariants,
discussing studies about the effects of  the pathogen,  reporting on the ever-evolving plans
for further ‘vaccinations’ and also the ever mounting evidence for the inefficacy and danger
of the existing so-called vaccines and boosters. We are enveloped in a storm of information,
from all sides, about what  is in essence a sham.  The pathogen exists, it has evolved, the
jabs keep jabbing and all the while Phase I of the plan to digitize and enslave humanity is
reaching its culmination – quite successfully, I should add. 

In less than three years the Group – call it what you will – that engineered this phoney
pandemic, shut down the entire world within weeks, and pushed a campaign of fear and
control that had the best and brightest shilling for masks, lockdown, universal ‘vaccination’
and quarantines – this Cabal has managed to inoculate, at the time of writing, 68.2 percent
of the world’s population.

During this period various governments have discovered how easy it has been to control the
peoples from whom, ostensibly, they derive their power. Medicine has been subverted and
became an ignominous caricature of  itself,  the legal  system has shown thoroughgoing
corruption, and free speech and free expression have been punished.  Bank accounts of
those who protested governmental restrictions and illogical ‘health’ policies were violated
and the creeping dissipation of once-cherished beliefs about fundamental human rights and
ideals and the hitherto inviolability of one’s savings and property has been tolerated.

As I expected from the lawless criminals who have imposed their agenda upon us, the
mortality and morbidity resulting from their inoculations is now being attributed, by them, to
the coronavirus they unleashed, and because of the unprecedented variability in ‘vaccine’
batches, their crimes have been further obscured. Truths about the origin of the pathogen
and the effects of the jab have been concealed very cleverly, and while diligent researchers
devote time to demonstrate, belatedly, what was evident from the beginning about the
fraud, Phase II lies waiting to be unleashed.

I note with wry dismay that doctors who shilled on mainstream media for the Jab without
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exercising one iota of the critical thinking that should have been in operation from the
beginning are now going very public with their mea culpas. But they are far too late, and
their  regrets  do  not  move  me  to  sympathy  after  the  damage  they  have  inflicted  by  their
negligence.

And although many people have awoken to the hypocrisy, the greater majority remain
unthinking and unquestioning still.

What lies in store for us?

China is giving us a glimpse.  I have been appalled to learn from a correspondent in that
vast country the conditions under which people lived during the infamous lockdown of
Shanghai, China’s most ‘advanced’ city, with a population of 26 million, from April to June of
2022.  The inhabitants there were confined to their apartments, or apartment buildings, or
apartment complexes, depending on Covid case proximity, and positive cases were forced
to move to Fangcang shelter hospitals.  The delivery of food was unreliable and inadequate.
In my informant’s words, “it’s worse than prison because the prisoners still have some time
to walk around the prison.”

Nasal and throat PCR tests were administered with alarming frequency – sometimes twice
daily –and  even now malls, shops and restaurants require a negative PCR test within 72
hours for entry.  There are PCR testing booths throughout the vast city, apparently to stay.
Paper money has virtually disappeared from use, and cash apps via mobile phones have
become the norm. Jabs were ‘encouraged’ for everyone, from age 3 upwards – but curiously
enough the pressure to be jabbed came from no official  government document or  decree,
but from school teachers, employers, community workers, etc.

During Phase II  of  the Agenda in the West,  the Green New Deal  with carbon tracking
systems will be introduced, cash will be phased out, and those who have been unfortunate
enough  to  have  been  jabbed  will  be  getting  sick  and  dying  in  significant  numbers.
Digitization,  with  its  utopian  promise  of  convenience,  has  lulled  us  into  complacent
passivity. The wet dream of the Technocratic Elite will be well on its way, unless … unless
we reclaim our senses and recognize that a renaissance of the human spirit can reverse
these impositions.  Power – human power – flows up from the populace, not down from it’s
self-appointed hegemons.

Rousseau famously began his Social Contract with the observation that men are born free
and everywhere in chains. The goal of humankind, fettered from within by instinct and from
without by institutionally imposed strictures, is to realize the promise of its unalienable right
to liberty.

Should one wish for inspiration, the example of the late psychoanalyst Muriel  Gardiner
comes  to  mind.  After  the  Anschluss  in  Austria  this  brave  heroine  fought  a  fight  of  guile,
courage and indefatigability in the underground, as she recounts in her autobiographical
memoir, Code Name “Mary”.

I reread it just last week and I can think of no more relevant work to assist those of us
seeking to break the chains of deceit, confusion, terror and blunt force epitomized by the
Corona War against humanity, a war that is the most encompassing and unique in our brief
history.   How  we  fight  will  determine  the  outcome,  and  fight  we  will  –  with  dignity,
determination, adaptability, intelligence, and without masochism, for we aspire to victory,
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not martyrdom.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram and
Twitter and subscribe to our Telegram Channel. Feel free to repost and share widely Global
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Dr. Garcia is a Philadelphia-born psychoanalyst and psychiatrist who emigrated to New
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